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THE
GREAT
ESCAPE
The team behind
Hammer Architects
creates a contemporary
retreat overlooking
Truro’s Pamet
River Valley.
by andrea timpano
photographs by eric roth

tasked with designing a

vacation home in a heavily
wooded area of Truro, Mark
Hammer and Don DiRocco,
of Hammer Architects,
decided to turn this house
upside down. Unlike the typical layout, the home’s main
living spaces are all up on the
second floor. “The house sits
on a ridge that runs parallel
to a valley, so we knew there
would be views if we went
high enough,” Hammer says.
“You really feel like you’re
up in the trees.” Ahead, the
Cambridge-based architects
offer an in-depth look at
their 2,920-square-foot arboreal masterpiece. ›

An understated
single door opens to
stairs that lead to the
main living spaces.
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LEVEL OUT

The design team created a
single-floor living experience by
positioning the master bedroom
and common areas—living and
dining spaces, kitchen, and
screened porch—on the second
floor, and stashing the guest suites
below. “The owner has frequent
houseguests, but wanted the house
to feel comfortable if she was there
alone,” DiRocco explains. “She
didn’t want to be surrounded by a
lot of empty rooms.”
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To maintain openness, the master
bedroom features a large custom
mahogany closet, complete with
built-in drawers and shelves, that
doubles as a headboard, eliminating
the need for additional furniture.
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UPPER LEVEL PLAN

MASTER
BEDROOM
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architect
hammer architects
general contractor

a.f. hultin

& co.

landscape architect
leblanc jones
landscape architects
additional furnishings

courtesy of room & board

SKIP THE WALLS

Open layouts create the illusion
of space. A sliding glass door
provides a seamless transition
from the dining and living areas,
furnished with a Room & Board
cocktail table and Risom armchairs,
to the adjacent screened porch.
A mahogany kitchen island is
accented by custom pendants from
Tsuga Studios.

A Room & Board
sheepskin rug and an
Eero Saarinen chair
and ottoman grace the
master bedroom.

USE NATURAL
MATERIALS

THINK GREEN

Used primarily as a summer home,
the house boasts numerous features
to support energy efficiency and
natural cooling. Solar panels on the
gabled metal roof produce energy,
while deep eaves prevent the house
from overheating. Two operable
skylights in the main stairwell pull
warm air up and out. “Even if it’s not
windy, there’s a convection breeze
that moves through the house and
helps it cool,” DiRocco says.
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FOR DETAILS AND RETAIL LOCATIONS, SEE “RESOURCES”

Oak flooring, fir ceiling beams, and
mahogany cabinetry, along with
floor-to-ceiling windows, bring the
outside in. “It was this idea of connecting with nature and having the
house feel like a tree house,” Hammer says. “Looking out, you’ve got
the sky and leaves and branches. It
all feels like it flows.”

